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Introduction

For centuries, architecture and public spaces have served as visual reflections of cultural ideologies and

politics. In referenceto the 1967World Fair, UmbertoEco notes that "the pavilionsserve less as functional
buildings than as symbols of the values of their nationalcultures" (181). Through the applicationof visual meansof
persuasion, governments have manipulated the Cartesianspaces of buildingsin order to create and maintaina
distinct ethos, reflective of their ideals, principles, and values. Embassies are of particular interest as they represent
two distinct elements - a political entity in the form of foreign governments and a physical space which serves as an
island of diplomatic immunity to foreign state dignitaries and their citizens. According to historian John Archer,

"buildings not only accommodate certain functional requirements,they also serve as means of communication," and
it is through the analysis of six specific foreign embassies within the city of London that I will identify the visual
elements of persuasion applied to each embassy's interior and exterior structures (46).
The overall purpose of this paper is to discern the manner in which visual rhetorical elements are employed
within the public and political spaces of embassy structures, structures traditionally viewed as architecturally neutral

topographies, rather than as "monumental buildings[that] mask the will to power and the arbitrarinessof power
beneath signs and surfaces which claim to express collective will and collective thought" (Lefebvre 42).

I will first explore the historical background of Western architecture, including such traditional elements as
outline, form, and functionality, all of which combine to create a specific ethos. America's founders selected
Grecian architecture as the most appropriate style for government buildings, as it symbolized Greek democratic

ideals and principles (Loeffler,"Architectureof Diplomacy"258). I will then provide a brief overview of
scholarship related to the production and meaning of physical spaces, as well as the visual and psychological impact

these spaces produce. Finally, I will analyze the six selected embassies in Lx)ndon and identify the visual rhetorical
elements adopted by foreign governments as they attempt to influence embassy visitors through such controlled
spaces.
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Literature Review

"A Structuring Structure: The Swahili House"

"A Structuring Structure: The Swahili House" by Linda Donley-Reid is an excellent resource for studying

the link between architectural spaces (explicitly the home) and Gidden's Theory of Structuration, where "a

structuring structure (for example a house), is both the medium and the outcome of social practices. It both enables
and constrains the dialectical relationship between people and their actions" (209). The author's theory that spaces
are "loaded with meaning" supports the primary theses of this paper, and Donley-Reid's linkage of architectural

spaces to mnemonic devices is genius (115). She explains this link as follows:
The people in power make the architectural spaces into mnemonic devices that cue their superior

position.These ranked spaces do not determineuse, but they do aid the continuationof the pattern
of power relations. The relationship between spaces and people is dynamic and changeable in the
course of power struggles among individuals, groups or even different societies (115).
The author's recognition of power relations and ranking of spaces contributes to this paper's analyses of embassy

spaces; spaces that represent both political entities and physical spaces of service to foreign citizens.

"Architecture - Form, Space and Order"

"Architecture - Form, Space and Order" by Francis Ching is a visual dictionary of elementary architectural

forms, ranging from Roman arches to Gothic flying buttresses. The author provides straightforward definitions of
individual architectural elements, such as point, line, plane, volume, and proportion. He then proceeds to describe
how all of these elements combine to create purposeful spaces. The target audience appears to be architectural

design students, as the most complicated of design principles are simplified for the reader. While Ching's book is
not referenced directly within this paper's embassy analyses, I have included "Architecture - Form, Space and
Order" in the literature review because of its value as a solid reference and source guide.

"Architecture and Order: Approaches to Social Space"

"Architecture and Order: Approaches to Social Space" by Colin Richards explores both the interior and
exterior social spaces defined by architecture. He begins by quoting Winston Churchill who pronounces, "First we
shape our buildings; afterwards our buildings shape us" (298). The author suggests that social spaces (e.g. forms of
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architecture) are built and developed with explicit intentions and goals. However,these intentions and goals become
modified once people enter social space. Richardscites the work of Gregory and Urry in "Social Relations and

Spatial Structures," as they explain that "spatialstructure is now seen not merelyas an arena in whichsocial life
unfolds, but rather as a medium through which social relations are produced and reproduced" (5). The social
relations that occur within embassies are not immune to the influence of spatial structure(s), and Richards work

substantiates this paper's claims that visual rhetoricalpersuasion activelyexists within the spatial structuresof
embassies. An interesting question to explore in terms of intentional versus unintentional visual rhetoric, how
associations to architecture develop, so that a building "may become through association a symbol for sanctuary, or
for a reign of terror, or for graft" (Vale 4).

"Architecture, Power and National Identity"

"Architecture, Power and National Identity" by Lawrence Vale offers a potent argument for the

manipulation of civic space, in terms of who plans and implements the manipulation of civic spaces, and the overall
affect upon those occupying these same civic spaces. Vale notes that "the manipulation of civic space tends to both
sanction the leaderships' exercise of power and to promote the continued quiescence of those who are excluded" (8).

Vale's definition of public space as civic space is revealing because it suggests spaces are not neutral. Governments

will define space as either civic or military, and Vale proposes "we can, therefore, learn much about a political
regime by observing closely what it builds. The close examination of government buildings can reveal a great deal
about what Clifford Geertz has termed the 'cultural balance of power' within a pluralist society" (3). Vale's work

clearly builds upon the work of Loeffler, Geertz and other multi-disciplinary scholars, who have struggled to define
how government entities and corporations psychologically persuade and / or coerce populations through the

manipulationof various material artifacts. Vale operates under the identical assumption of Giddens in "Central
Problems in Social Theory: Action, Structure and Contradiction in Social Analysis," where Giddens declares

"controlling settings for activities is one of the major prerogatives of those individuals who are in power" (209).

"Defensible Space - Crime Prevention Through Urban Design"
In "Defensible Space - Crime Prevention Through Urban Design," Oscar Newman explores the affects of
behavior on small-town, rural or urban environments and suggests that architectural design "...can make it possible
for both inhabitant and stranger to perceive that an area is under the undisputed influence of a particular group, that
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they dictate the activity taking place within it, and who itsusers are to be" (xiii, 1,3). This book is unique inthat it
openly explores how to architecturally create a defensible space, assuming theultimate goal is crime inhibition (3).
In the contextof embassies, security, and terror threats, the exigency of Newman's work cannot be overstated, and

he describes architecture as "notjust a matter of style, image andcomfort. Architecture can create encounter and

prevent it" (12). The very elements that Newman identifies for creating a defensible space are readily identifiable in
theforthcoming embassy analyses, including "[a] range of mechanisms - realandsymbolic barriers, strongly
defined areas of influenced and improved...surveillance - [all of which] combineto bring an environment under the
control of its residents" (3). These identified defensive elements confirm many of the subsequent embassy

observations, analyses and interpretations situatedin the discussion sectionof this paper.
"DomesticArchitecture and the UseofSpace: An Interdisciplinary Cross-Cultural Study"
In "Domestic Architecture and the Use of Space: An InterdisciplinaryCross-Cultural Study," Susan Kent

adopts thetheory of Structuration in order to identify "five reflexive relationships between people, spaces, and
objects thatare important in the analysis of the integration between architecture and human beings" (116). These
reflexive relationships consist of people-space, people-objects, objects-objects, objects-space, and space-space, all of

which adopt similar approaches to the works reviewed thus far. For instance, objects carry symbolic value, as do
spaces andpeople, and each of these are purely reflective of theculture in which they appear. While I find the
author's conclusions are convincing, I chose not to adopther reflexive relationship categories in order to simplify
the forthcoming embassy analyses.

"Is Space Political? Rethinking Architecture: A Reader in Cultural Theory"

In the essay"Is SpacePolitical?" Fredric Jameson explores the notion of architectural space "as a kindof

language" (261). He refers to public monuments where "people often loosely attribute [public monuments /
government architecture] to the suspicion of politics, the corruption of publicofficials, voter apathy,post-Watergate
and the like" (257). Jameson analyzes the symbolic meaning of public buildings, and how their initial intent is to

affect "the glory of the sovereign, the power of the collectivity or of law as such, or of the republic." Jameson

supports the notionthat embassy architecture carriesrhetorical symbolism through means of the visualand does so
according to the motivations and intent of each embassy's representative government.
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"Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias"
In "Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias " Michel Foucault focuses on "space as an institutionalized

demarcation of structures of power," an approach to architecture and its associated spaces, which are considered
ideological, rhetorical, and manipulative (348). He gives this approach a name. Panopticon, which "embodies a

system in which surveillance plays a crucial role, and in which knowledge is inseparably bound to power...[due to]
architectural layout[s] [and] various techniques of control" (348). In comparison to the previously reviewed
literature, Foucault's position related to the Panopticon is foreboding, yet painstakingly accurate when considering

the interiorand exteriorspacesof the embassies analyzed. Foucaultexpands upon his definition of Panopticon,

describing it as "a type of location of bodies in space, of distribution of individuals in relation to oneanother, of
hierarchical organization, of disposition of centers andchannels of power, which canbe implemented in hospitals,

workshops, schools and prisons" (264). Inessence, an embassy exists as partof a governmental hierarchical
organization with channels of power, andphysical artifacts. These organizations represent distributions of authority,
where embassy visitors are spatially and behaviorally controlled, thus, "disindividualizing" their power (362).
"The Architecture ofDiplomacy- Building America's Embassies"

'The Architecture of Diplomacy - Building America's Embassies" by JaneLoeffler explores howtheU.S.

government has utilized embassy architecture torepresent "a physical testament to [America's] international

engagement" (15). Loeffler notes that the U.S. Government's primary considerations for establishing new embassies
has changed drastically over the past century. The initial focus was onopen, modernist design, which then
transferred to technological leadership and finally to implementing severe security measures. Loeffler begins with a
historical timeline, tracing the prominence of U.S. Embassies to the 1920's, when thegovernment realized they had
to establish foreign houses of government that truly represented America's democratic values of freedom and
capitalism. Gradually, as international political relationships evolved (ordevolved, as it were, with specific Middle
Easterncountries), embassysecuritybecame the primary focus and new rules for embassyarchitecture were
established. New rules included few-to-no windows within the embassy, a removal of embassy property

approximately 15 feet from any other building, and concrete building blocks designed as planters so as to discourage
approaching vehicles from gaining physical access to theAmerican Embassy. Loeffler's work is a primary source
cited throughout this paper, in partbecause of herparticular areaof expertise in the analysis of political architecture
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of the United States. The historical perspective Loeffler places her analyses within offers a truly valuable evaluation

of U.S. Public Diplomacy, and the author skillfully links U.S. government policies with architectural embassy trends
over the past few centuries.

"The History ofBritish Architecture"

*The History of British Architecture" by John Archer is an excellent source for exploring the origins of
British Architecture, and of particular interest is the chapter entitled: The Literature of British Domestic Architecture
from 1715 to 1842 . Archer cites the works of many influential British architects, each of whom had their own ideas

about the meaning and purpose of buildings. Archer identifies a link between architecture and politics through the
works of James Gibbs, whose architectural designs "were a direct reaction to the disturbing political and aesthetic

changes induced by the Whigs; he was the perfect example of an architect whose designs reflected his religious and
political beliefs" (354-355). Archer introduces Robert Morris as "Britain's first important architectural theorist

[who] believed a successful design includes the following elements such as symmetry, concordance, proportion,

reason; all of which equate to beauty and harmony" (40). Finally, Archer makes a strong argument for visual
rhetoric by describing the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office as follows: "It seems to express in stone, with
its grandeur, opulence, massive solidarity and order, the nature of British Foreign Policy in the middle years of
Queen Victoria's reign" (43). Through these various examples. Archer reveals the foundations upon which powerful

nations, following the rise and fall of the British Empire employed architecture as a form of symbolism and cultural
imperialism - elements of which are visible to this day.

"Visual Intelligence: Perception, Image and Manipulation in Visual Communication"
"Visual Intelligence; Perception, Image and Manipulation" by Anne Seward Barry provides an insightful
analysis of symbolism and images. Whether these symbols and images are visual or verbal, Barry notes that images
serve as "manipulative visual stories that influence foreign policy within mass audiences" (Visual Intelligence 281).

The author emphasizes the relevance of visual rhetoric (in the form of architecture, art, music, etc.) because images

are capable of three things: [they are] always in process and actively seeking meaning, [they are] a natural part of
our primal sense of being, and [they are] tied to human experience and expression" (69). Barry's work is
suggestive of an undercurrent that exists in today's post-modern society, where spaces (regardless of whose spaces
they are - the publics, the governments, individuals, societies) dictate authority and control upon its' visitors. The
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author's emphasis on symbols and images, and their vulnerability to being manipulated, reinforces the primary
theses of this paper - ideology, power and rhetoric exist together in a conundrum, as they are employed within
embassy architecture and artifacts.

Discussion

A representative sample of six embassies from countries across the globe was selected for analysis,
including the following:
Embassy

Geographical Site

Argentina

South America

Bangladesh

Asia

France

Europe

Kuwait

Middle East

Thailand

South Asia

United States

North America

Table 1: Embassies and Associated Geographical Sites

Following a physical description of each embassy, I have separated areas of rhetorical analysis into two
sections: Issues of Power and the Embassy as a Public Space. Issues of Power address the physical location of an

embassy and its level of prestigiousness within the city of London. The level of authority and power each country
maintains with both Great Britain and other countries is explored through the analysis of physical artifacts within

each embassy, as well as the implementation of security measures within and without each embassy's architecture.
The Embassy as a Public Space explores how governmental entities either encourage or dissuade embassy visitors

through the manipulation of interior and exterior space, and through the implementation of visitor procedures. This
section also analyzes embassy artifacts used to represent a country, or the lack of artifacts. One can only speculate
that a lack of home country artifacts may be due to the foreign government's attempt to use their embassy as an
assimilation center for their citizens, who are establishing new lives in the United Kingdom. Finally, I conclude with
the identification of both similarities and differences among all six embassies, as well as any potential, applicable
connotations associated with each.

All Embassy observations occurred onsite, although security restrictions curtailed access to a large number
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of embassy sectors. Each embassy required voice and visual identification (through the use of outside speakers and

security cameras) prior to granting visitors entry into reception areas. It was not unusual to find embassy employees
communicating to visitors from behind bulletproof windows. In some instances, visitors were required to walk
through large, sophisticated weapons-scanning machinery, situated just inside the embassy entrance. Many portions
of the embassies were inaccessible, to citizens and non-citizens alike, and increased security measures are traceable
to a 2005 U.K. Crime and Safetv Report, which noted that "Available intelligence and recent events indicate that

terrorists have an established capability and current intent to mount an attack on targets within the UK." The

physical layout was similar for all embassies, with reception areas located on the ground level, while upper office
floors were reserved for embassy employees and delegates. The American Embassy's interior and exterior portions

were completely off-limits, due to heightened security, and my research notebook materials were confiscated by
British Police outside of the U.S. embassy, as they explained exterior building sketches were not permitted.
Observations related to the other five embassies were recorded in a separate notebook and through the use of a

digitalcamera. While visual restrictions were encountered throughout each of the embassy visits, the data collected

suggests concerted attempts at visual rhetoric, related to the interior andexterior portions of theembassies.
A visual rhetorical analysis of the six embassies reveals a number of elements comprising the

diplomatic representation of each country, its population and its governmental policies of engagement withthe host

country of Great Britain. Observations related to each interior andexterior setting reveal commonalities and
differences amongst the embassies that according to Vale are traceable to:

Politicalregimes [that] makeespecially powerful symbolic use of the physical environment.
Throughout history and across the globe,architecture and urbandesign have been manipulated in
the service of politics. Government buildingsare an attempt to build governments, and to support

specific regimes, morethanmere homes for government leaders, that serveas symbols of the state
(3).

The Embassy of the Argentme Republic
Physical Description

The Embassy of the Argentine Republic is located in the prestigious Mayfair section of London, only
blocks away from The Savile Club, one of the most esteemed private clubs in Great Britain (Taddei 17). The
embassy's Neoclassical architecture consists of five floors, and the building's exterior has recently been given a
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fresh coat of white paint. Three marble steps lead to the embassy's glossy black front door, whose accoutrements
include classical brass knobs and a brass letter box (see Figures 2 and 10 of Appendices). An intercom system is

installed to the left of the front entrance, which allows the embassy receptionist to identify visitors. The absence of

securitycamerasfacing the front entrance is unusual, yet at least one securitycamera points to a lower street level
basement entrance, where a visible "Chubbs Alarm" box is situated (see Figure 3). Surrounding the front fa9ade of

the embassy is a long iron gate with arrow tips (see Figure 2), and behind a portion of the gate are stairs leading to
the basement entrance. A sign attached to the gate reads "Deliveries," although no doorbell is visible along the iron
gate (see Figure 9).

Figure 1: Queen Anne Style Iron Gate

The overall exterior setting of the Embassy of the Argentine Republic demonstrates a level of
traditionalism one would associate with British historical monuments or Royal Offices. Regal elements such as brass

fixtures, marble steps and classically designed gates carry visual authority that effortlessly equates an ethos of
influence and authenticity to the Argentine Republic's government. The country's flag is attached to the portico
entrance of the embassy, a conventional reminder that this building is the official territory of the Argentine Republic
(see Figure 6).

Gaining access to the embassy's interior was not problematic, and a very helpful receptionist named
Mariana described her position and overall job responsibilities. Security monitors were visually aligned on a shelf
behind Mariana's desk, and she noted that they were (and had been) inoperable for some time. Mariana proceeded to
give the Embassy of the Argentine Republic's history in London, explaining they had occupied 69 Brook Street for

ten years, and that this particular building had been selected for its classical elements and architectural beauty.
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Unfortunately, interior photographs were not permitted.

The embassy's lobby was impressive, and the classical elements Mariana referred to included an

expansive black and white marble floor, accentuated by a dramatic, grand staircase that led to embassy offices on
the upper floors of the building. Large windows filled the entrance, lobby and reception area, and notably absent
were barriers of any kind to prevent visitors from entering secured areas of the embassy. Old World black leather
furniture was comfortably arranged in the reception area, and light switches and electrical outlets were covered with

brass plates. Neatly arranged on the sofa table were colorful brochures advertising Argentina's beauty and culture.
In one corner of the lobby stood a bronze statue of General Gral D. Jose de san Martin, an Argentine general who

succeeded in freeing his country from Spain's control during the 1800's.

Issues of Power

The Argentine Embassy offers an interesting combination of Old World and New World in terms of
the architectural site the government has selected and the furnishings within the embassy. Its prestigious location

suggests the Argentine government recognizes the "importance of embassies as potent symbols of international
conmiitment" (Loeffler, "Embassy Architecture" 33). From a historical perspective Argentina and Great Britain
have had a tenuous relationship due to the Falklands War of the 1980's, where each country claimed ownership of
the Falkland Islands (Dodds 273). While this issue has yet to be resolved, a truce of sorts has been declared where

the countries have "agreed to disagree," and the prominent location of the Argentine Republic's Embassy in London

cannot be overstated from a political point of view. The interior decoration and arrangement of furniture intimates a
"respect [for] local themes and traditions," while the statue of General Martin offers a subtle reminder of
Argentina's historical roots (Loeffler, "Architecture of Diplomacy" 37). The de-emphasized nature of security inside
and outside of the embassy imply a "principled and professional" approach to diplomatic relations, where one might
hear a diplomat or attach^ exclaim, "gentlemen do not read each other's mail" (Leonard and Small 2; Kahn 360).

The Embassy as a Public Space

The interior and exterior spaces of the Argentine Embassy were very open, professional, and inviting,
giving a welcoming impression to visitors. The interior reception area was quite large, yet unimposing as informal
seating areas appeared strategically placed throughout the room. While the security television monitors were placed

behind the receptionist's desk, they were not turned on and therefore remained unthreatening. No formal procedures
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appeared to be in place for visitors to follow as they arrived at the embassy, and this contributed to a relaxed,
friendly environment. Official forms which citizens might require appeared alongside informational brochures
advertising Argentina as a cultural destination. The casual atmosphere, along with combined artifacts representative
of both Great Britain and Argentina, suggest the Embassy of the Argentine Republic values public opinion. A recent
report titled British Public Diplomacv in the 'Age of Schisms' notes that "for the first time in many years [public

opinion] is shaping and pressurizing foreign policy decisions. The last decade is full of examples of popular
perceptions, rather than governments, setting the pace for international diplomacy" (Leonard and Small 5).

High Commission for the People's Republic of Bangladesh

Physical Description

The High Commission for the People's Republic of Bangladesh is located in the Queen's Gate area of
London, otherwise referred to as the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea. A number of embassies reside in

this prominent area of London, where nearby Royal Gates open onto Hyde Park. The Bangladesh Embassy is
composed of one building with a video camera placed prominently above the front entrance (see Figure 18). Two
brass plates identify the embassy, one plate in English and the other in Bengali. Above the brown front door is the

official emblem representative of Bangladesh as a country. Unlike other embassies, the Bangladesh Embassy offers
unrestricted access to the offices above the basement visa office. The front entrance marble porch is grimy and two

potted plants sit inside inexpensive plastic containers. Above the entrance is a skeleton of a canopy holder (see
Figure 18). Underneath the Embassy's front windows are empty flower boxes, and a grubby gate leads to the
basement entrance of the visa office (see Figure 17). The basement windows are covered with black security bars,
and the small basement courtyard contains two empty, worn leather chairs which have been exposed to the elements

for a few months. The courtyard also houses an empty wooden bench, an old ladder, an old detached door and a
yellow plastic trashcan.

Entering the basement visa office, embassy employees sat behind five windows. A board above the middle
window says "Now serving number ..." although it is not clear where visitors are supposed to obtain numbers. The
basement floor is covered with linoleum designed to appear like wood, and above each employee access window are
haphazardly taped printed labels on the window surfaces. The labels read as follows:
Window 1 - Different Forms / Information
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Window 2 - Visa

Window 3 - Power of Attorney / Attestation / No visa
Window 4 - Counter 4

Window 5 - Passport Renewal / Lost

Blackplastic chairs linethe foursides of the basement office and white fans are strategically positioned in
the office corners. Half of the overhead fluorescent lights are burnt out and one bulletin board covers the back wall
with advertisements in Bengali.

Three out of the ordinarypostersappear on the basement walls, with phrasessuch as:
•

"Innocent briefcase or terrorist bomb?"

•

"Postal Bombs - Be Alert"

•

"Bomb Vehicle? Terrorism" (including a picture of a truck)

A huge fireextinguisher sitsdisconcertingly underneath theterrorist bomb poster. A few unrelated posters

appear alongside theabove posters, and address laws against religious discrimination at work and what to consider
before you bring yourchildto Bangladesh. Interior photos were notpermitted according to Embassy staff.
All of the visitors in the basement office appear to be Bangladeshi citizens, and they speak very loudly

when conversing with embassy employees. OneBritish visitor arrives andasks for information on obtaining a visa

for business trips to Bangladesh. A couple of women enter the basement office, wearing sariscovering their heads.
Their stayis briefand theysit quietly in the reception's chairs as their husbands make inquiries at the embassy
windows.

A corner of the basement office is partitioned and serves as a prayer space, with multiple rugs positioned

for visitors to complete their devotional prayers. No other items appearin this area, and a window lookingout into
the courtyard is slightly open.

Issues of Power

The Bangladeshi Embassy is located in a beautifularea of London where trees line the streets and the
buildings are designed in the classical Queen Anne form of architecture, described as:
An architecture of red brick and white sash windows which freely combined mid-seventeenth

century gables, brick pilasters, brick pediments and ribbed chimney stacks, wrought iron railings,
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hipped roofs, wooden cupolas, external shutters, fanlights and brick aprons beneath the windows.
It became the architecture of the new middle class suburbs in the 1870's and 1880's (Weiner 7071).

Unfortunately, the embassy building appears to be neglected based on interior and exterior observations,

due perhaps to Bangladesh's poverty. Great Britain and Bangladesh maintain excellent diplomatic relations, and
according to the British High Commission, 'The Department for International Development (DFID) has one of its
largest programs in Bangladesh with a budget of £125 million for 2004-6. Its main aim is poverty reduction and
enhancing the livelihoods and basic services of the poor. A major share of the development assistance is used for
human development and institutional strengthening with an increasing emphasis on governance." The poor

condition of the Embassy may not be attributed simply to financial hardship, however, but also may be due to
cultural differences between Bangladesh and Great Britain. Standards related to interior spaces are very different
between the countries, and Bangladeshi citizens are used to living in crowded conditions, sleeping on bamboo mats,
and utilizing wall space for storage, rather than decorations. Homes are rarely decorated and furniture is limited to
temporary, replaceable artifacts due to yearly flooding (Mclean and Moore 224). In terms of power differentials, the
posters referring to postal or terrorist bombs appear random and misappropriated, as if the British Government
insisted the embassy post these in a visible area. Otherwise, it might be safe to assume that if the posters originated

from the Bangladeshi Embassy, the language adopted would have been Bengali rather than English. The fact that the

reception area bulletin board listed only Bengali postings suggests diat the embassy's primary visitors are citizens of
Bangladesh.

Finally, the posting referring to laws against religious discrimination at work indicate that Bangladeshi

citizens encounter some form of discrimination within Great Britain. There appears to be a struggle for Bangladeshis
to integrate into U.K. communities, and according to Abdul Gaffar Choudhury:
Today a huge Bangladeshi community thrives in Britain: perhaps their second or even third
generations are on their way to establishing themselves in the mainstream British business,
conmierce and politics. Like many other ethnic communities, Bangladeshis also have numerous
financial, social and cultural organizations of their own scattered all around Britain. We don't want

to be known as immigrants any longer. Of course we are citizens of this country. But at the same
time we don't want to lose our Bangladeshi identity, heritage and traditions, for then we will
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become a rootless community. A community without an identity has no dignity and honor. It is a

fundamental duty of organizations such as (the Greater Manchester) Bangladesh Association

(GMBA) to keep our heritageand culture alive and to ensure that their unextinguishable flames

keep burning amongstour presentand future generations. We are British and we are also
Bangladeshi.

Whichleads to one concluding observation - the lack of implemented securitymeasures at the embassy

maysuggest thattheyhaveno aggressors to protect themselves from, because as theaboveterrorist bomb posters
imply, the aggressors or terrorists belongto the Bangladeshi community itself.
The Embassy as a Public Space

The High Commission for the People'sRepublic of the Bangladesh Embassy appears welcoming enough to
visitors, as little to no security measures are in place.Embassy officesabove the basementare freely accessible,
while the basementreception/ visa area offers access to embassyemployeesthrough windows that are neither

secured nor bullet proof. An areasanctioned off of the reception room is dedicated to prayer services for Muslims
who mustcomplete their prayersfive times a day. Whilethis aspectof the embassyis accommodating to its visitors,
as a Westerner, I was completely ignored and even looked upon with suspicion as I sat in a reception chair taking

notes. It became apparent that the embassy was an openand accessible place, as longas yourcitizenship was
Bangladeshi. Theemployees behind the fivewindows readily greeted fellow citizens and engaged in long, yet
informal conversations with each other. In terms of controlled spaces, lines of tape appeared on the reception lobby

floor, suggestive of the implementation of procedure andorder, in the eventthat a largecrowd wereto form.
The French Embassy

Physical Description

The French Embassy is parallel to the Kuwait Embassy, and Kensington Gardens is located on the far side
of each embassy. While I was not prevented from taking photos outside of the French Embassy, I was told photos
were absolutely not permitted once inside the reception area. Two security cameras sit across from the French

Embassy entrance, and two of the front embassy windows contain a non-transparentPlexiglas material.
After pressing the intercom buzzer, I explained to the receptionist that I was a visiting student, and would
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like to ask a few questions related to the embassyarchitecture. I was buzzed into the lobby, which was quite small
and enclosed with clear Plexiglas walls. The security doors were framed with one door placed in front of the other,

each separatedby a distance of five feet. The Embassy's front entrancedoors were strong, woodenand reinforced

by metal bars, attached to a securitybutton. A winding, iron-railed staircasewithflower motif was visiblebeyond
the Plexiglas, and between two divided stairwells appeareda dramatic, centered round window. Only embassy
employees had access to the stairwells that led to the upper administrative floors.
The small lobby was far from welcoming, and two very small chairs, upholstered in red velvet, clashed

against the bright blue carpet. The lobby was well lit with small, modem lights fitted into the ceiling. Outsideof the
receptionist window, a huge poster exclaimed, "Referendum Dimanche 29 mai 2005, Votez!"

Thereceptionist sat behind an enclosed, bulletproof deskandpamphlets were displayed on a small sized
table placed against the Plexiglas lobby wall.Most of the pamphlets were advertisements for visiting various
locations in France, including a few French paper guides to London. The receptionist mentioned that a French

embassyemployeenamed Angela would meet me in the lobby to answer a few questions, and after exchanging
pleasantries, Angela noted that a total of 80 people worked in the embassy. While avoiding any detail, she explained
that security measures were increaseddue to the 9-11 terroristattacks.

Issues of Power

The French Government and by proxy the French Embassy, have very strong ties with Great Britain and

their economiesare closely linked (Pashayev237). While the Embassy itself is located in a very prestigiousarea of
London, its interior portion emphasizes security over glamour. In referenceto embassiesand power, Loeffler notes
that "by definition, a foreign presence is intrusive and an embassy is a representation of power. Though intrusion

can be evidenceof imperialistic intent, it is not a necessary precursorto conquest" ("Architectureof Diplomacy"
261). This quote seems applicable to France, who neither demonstrates imperialistic intent or notions of conquest.
The French Government has occupied its current embassy headquarters since the 1860's, so it would appear they do
not feel the necessity to push "symbolic visual images in order to project a deeper reality than the one perceived" or

"place a great importance on winning over public opinion in partner countries" through the assertion of power via
architecture (Seward Barry 74; Leonard and Small 6). The poster addressed to French citizens, encouraging them to

vote on May 29'*', was revealing in that it represented "a cultural pattern that gives meaning to social acts and
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entities" (Saviile-Troika 11). Rather than offering information pertaining to Britain, the small French Embassy

lounge appeared to focus on its own country and citizens via French posters, brochures, and information pamphlets.

The Embassy as a Public Space

Due to the reduced size of the reception area, the French Government's Embassy gives the impression that

queries by phone or mail are preferred over personal visits to the embassy itself. In addition, the inaccessibility of

the receptionist (positioned behind the bulletproof Plexiglas) contributed to a feeling of alienation and produced a
subtle impression of hostility. As I asked the receptionist questions, she became very impatient, as did her colleague
Angela. Perhaps both were inconvenienced by my inability to speak French fluently, or perhaps their embassy in
general is understaffed and overworked. According to Richards in "Qualitative Inquiry," "Settings are not neutral;
they both reflect and influence the way we do things; to succeed as an observer of the social world we must cultivate
and sustain a proper sensitivity to the presence of setting," and the French Embassy's settings were certainly not
neutral, but reflective of a "French" manner in which people interact with those from other cultures (ill).

The Embassy of the State of Kuwait
Physical Description

The Kuwait Embassy is composed of two large buildings, one in the style of Neoclassical architecture and
the other in a Modernist architectural style with black exterior windows (see Figures 31 and 33). Side by side, the
buildings are situated directly off of Knightsbridge Road and next to Kensington Gardens. The architecture is

beautiful, and the newly painted exterior portions of the building contribute to its attractiveness. Three security
cameras are discretely placed above the entrance and on the embassy's side facing Knightsbridge Road. According
to the receptionist / security guard, every access point into the embassy has a security camera, and two security
guards stand directly outside the entrance to the modem embassy building.

I entered the Kuwait Embassy without having to press intercom buttons or buzzers, and realized

immediately afterwards why no intercoms or buzzers were required. Two security entrances greet visitors: one of

which is composed of bullet proof Plexiglas, and the other which serves as a metal detector (see Figure 35). A male
employee by the name of Alex receives embassy visitors, and helps each visitor find the appropriate embassy

employee to answer queries. Alex is a native of the UK and he was very helpful and happy to answer my questions.
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He explained thatfive employees covered diplomatic public relations, andthattheembassy received between 30 and
130visitors per week. The embassy's primary visitors were limited to Kuwaiti citizens, diplomats, attaches and
royal members of the State of Kuwait.

Alex (employed with the embassyfor eight years) explained that prior to this location the embassywas
situated in the Queen's Gate area, but moved to the current building in the 1990's due to security issues. A total of
94 cameras provide surveillance throughout the embassy, with lasers on the roof and motion detectors in the
basement. Alex confirmed the security standards increased after the terrorist attack on 9-11, and that if one were to
take a sledge hammer to the front bullet proof window at the embassy entrance, they still would not gain access to
the embassy's interior.

The architectural elements and decorations within the entrance to the embassy were exquisitely beautiful,

with opulent chandeliers, delicately painted ceilings and walls, and portraits of Kuwait's royalty (see Figures 36 and
37). The interior decorations were in the style of Rococo, a highly decorative artistic technique applied to wall

friezes and the painted light yellow walls subtly contrasted with the light blue ceilings (see Figures 37 and 40).
Although interior photos were not permitted, Alex allowed me to take a quick number of photos.

Issues of Power

The State of Kuwait has maintained an extended, positive political relationship with the U.K over the years,

and its embassy is representative of a country who has wealth and power. The Embassy is remarkable in that it has
combined intense security measures with the building's beautiful Rococo style of architecture. The extraordinary

security measures are not surprising, considering the Iraqi invasion of the country in the 1990's, and the
government's continued security vigilance demonstrates how valuable Kuwait (and its assets) are to countries such
as the United Kingdom and the United States. According to Archer's "History of British Architecture," "ideologies
are communicated through such cultural forms as architecture and landscape" and power was visibly dictated via the
opulent oriental rugs and crystal chandeliers of the reception area (355). The embassy's location off the
Knightsbridge High Street appears to be a prominent, safe area of London, yet the Kuwaiti government undoubtedly

invests in security, as reflected by the large number of video surveillance cameras currently in place. Loeffler notes
that embassies are "symbols of national power and prestige, representing the government [and as such] have become

targets for terror," and clearly the Kuwaiti government comprehends the risks associated with having a diplomatic
presence in London ("Architecture of Diplomacy" 241).
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The Embassy as a Public Space

The Embassyof the State of Kuwait and its relationship with the generalpublic appears non-existent or at

least severelylimited. Kuwaiti citizens alone are permitted access to the embassy, suggesting that those attempting
to obtain visas to Kuwait must do so through remote measures (either through snail mail, e-mail or telephone). The
Kuwaiti government does not appear to be highly concerned with the visual rhetoric of its embassy, contradicting
Leonard and Small's assertion that "governments are increasingly having to learn to communicate to mass

audiences" (iv). It would seem the Kuwaiti government is focused primarily on diplomatic communication with

other governments, such as those of GreatBritain and the UnitedStates,rather than the publicsof those countries.
Political ads that include "archetypal and nationalistic imagery" simply do not exist (or at least are not visible) in the

portionof the embassy I was able to access (SewardBarry 281). K. Richards notes that there is a "relationship
between layout and activity [which] is fundamental and most semi-public settings will represent a compromise
between institutional arrangement and individual initiative sanctioned by group usage" ("Qualitative Inquiry in

TESOL" 112). However, there does not appear to be anything other than institutional arrangement of controlled
spaces in the Embassy of the State of Kuwait

The Royal Thai Embassy

Physical Description

The Royal Thai embassy has three entrances, only one of which is a public access point, with an outside set
of stairs leading down to a basement visa office. The space in the basement office is compact, brightly lit, and the
floor is slightly grimy.

Three employees (one male, two female) work behind protective glass windows, and all three remain busy

working even when visitors are not present. They are dressed in conservative navy blue suits with polished
hairstyles and pressed white shirts. The male employee asks if I need assistance in obtaining a visa. I explain that I

am waiting for a friend, and overall the employees seem very friendly, helpful, and efficient. They interact with
visitors in a personable manner.

As visitors arrive they are prompted by electronic signs to take a number from a plastic number dispenser,
and a scrolling electronic bulletin board displays the number being served at the employee windows. The
environment in this basement visa office is very informal, and visitors answer cell phones, carry on conversations.
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and fill out visa forms. A video plays in the background, advertising the many things to do and the general benefits

of visiting Thailand. Withinthe embassy. Thai citizenstend to carry large piles of paperwork, in comparison to the
non-Thai citizens present.

The entire building is composed of five floors, all of whichare secured areas (excludingthe basement), and

are accessible by embassyemployees only. Brass plates identifythe embassynameand hours (both in Englishand
in Thai) (see Figure 50). The doors to the embassy are painted blue with brass door knobs and a traditional letter slot

(see Figure 49). The porch leading to the embassy door is marble, and security cameras are subtly placed outside
each entrance (see Figure 46).

The embassy is composed of two combined buildings, and while the second building's entrance has a red
buzzer, it remains locked and unused. The first entrance is the primary entrance used by embassy staff. The second
basement entry has a speaker phone and doorbell, but the gate leading to this entry is kept locked by an inexpensive
chain lock.

Issues of Power

The Royal Thai Embassy is located in the Queen's Gate portion of London, a prominent area reflecting
Loeffler's insistence that "embassy location carrie[s] immense symbolic importance" ("Architecture of Diplomacy"
viii). The embassy office related to public queries appears to be running in an efficient manner, and the space is

designed for maximum efficiency. While a video describing the beauty of Thailand played in the background, there
were no obvious architectural or symbolic pieces of art representing the country. The electronic bulletin board
contributes to the overall controlled, efficient, and professional office environment the Royal Thai government

attempts to affect.The only suggestion of potential for trouble is the presenceof bulletproofglass that the embassy
representativesstand behind. While the basement space seems quite small, it is nevertheless decorated in such a
manner as to suggest Thailand is a modem, yet traditional country. This is reflected in the dark traditional, teak
wood on the walls (see Figure 45) and the bright, modern spotlights on the ceiling (see Figures 42 and 44).

The exterior portions of the embassy are very well kept, fi-om the fresh paint on the doors, to the polished

brass signs identifying the embassy, to the clean fi-ont steps at each embassy entrance location (see Figures 41, 49
and 50). From the perspective of power, the cleanliness and efficiency of the Royal Thai Embassy may be explained
by John Gwynn's observation of architecture in London: "proper architecture.. .equates to refined public taste,
improved morality, and increased trade" (Archer 112). In other words, the Thai government's embassy presents a
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polished, diplomatic face that suggestsits government is trustworthy and desirable as a multilateral ally to Great
Britain.

The Embassy as a Public Space

While the Royal Thai Embassy's street level and upper level offices were off limits to non-embassy
employees, the small basement reception area was warm and welcoming. The embassy employees proved to be
extremely helpful and happy to answer visitor queries, and their uniform, neatly groomed appearance projected
attitudes of confidence and competence. Deleuze and Guattari note that "architecture positions its ensembles houses, towns or cities, monuments or factories - to function like faces in the landscapes they transform," and

embassy employees may also be considered as 'faces' representative of the institutions they embody and serve
(172). Uniform elements appeared throughout the reception area, from neatly lined rows of chairs, to clear glass
partitions which suggest an open rather than enclosed, claustrophobic area. The neatness of the spatial arrangement
in this reception area demonstrates the Royal Thai government would agree with the following comment: "In our
first contact with government, the building is the government" (Goodsell 111). Vale confirms this approach when he
notes that 'The design of a government building's interiors holds many clues about the nature of the bureaucracy

that works therein" (8). Through its arrangement of embassy space and allocation of embassy employees, the Royal
Thai government manages to create a favorable, non-hostile political impression for both citizens and non-citizens
of Thailand, but with an emphasis upon order. What does this order represent? Alexander et al explain the point

succinctly: 'The perfectly crystalline squares and rectangles of ultra-modem architecture make no special sense in
human or in structural terms. They only express the rigid desu-es and fantasies which people have when they get too
preoccupied with systems and the means of their production" (883).

The American Embassy

Physical Description

The United States Embassy is located in Grosvenor Square, across from the Canadian Embassy and a
miniature park. Due to the 9-11 terrorist attacks, the U.S. Embassy is under lockdown mode so that visitors (U.S.

citizens and non-U.S. citizens alike) must call the Embassy in advance to arrange appointments and gain access to
its' interior offices. The streets in front of and to the right of the building have been closed, and concrete barricades
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(of varying levels of thickness andcolored in black andgray) surround the entire building, along with a chain link
fence (see Figure 61). At each corner of the embassythere are five to six securitycameras which point in all
directions and British Metropolitan Police patrol the outside perimeter of the U.S. Embassy.

The embassybuilding is massive, and was built by architects hired to design a piece of architecturethat
embodied American democratic ideals. The embassy structure is composed of concrete and glass, representing

popular building materials for modernist architecture of the 1950's and 1960's (seeFigures55, 56, and 58). A huge
bronzeeagle gracesthe front of the building, withoutstretched wings extending across the top floors (see Figure
58). Bronze colored aluminum lamp posts sporadically appear along each side of the embassy, and security
surveillance cameras are affixed to a number of modified posts. Two British patrols explained that the Diplomatic

Protection Group, a part of the Metropolitan policeforce in Londonwere responsible for exterior securityof the
U.S.Embassy, whilethe U.S. Diplomatic Marines patrolled the interiorportions of the embassy. The police

explained theywere rotated on a dailybasis, while security was re-assessed on a monthly basis, and to date no
securitybreaches have been reported (see Figures 63 and 64).
On the left side of the embassy, a makeshift security shack with a metal detector and patrols were

established(see Figure 55). After briefly trying to question a British policemaninside the shack, I was asked to

leavefor securityreasons. Once outside the shack, a female Metropolitan police officerdemanded my notebook,
identification and an explanation as to whyI was takingnotes at the U.S. Embassy. I was released after my
identification was verified and my notebook was confiscated.

Issues of Power

Of all the embassies analyzed, the American Embassy is most unique because it was purposely designed
and built to serve as the future home of the American Embassy and represent America's presence in London.

Representativeof a type of 'cultural imperialism,' the building serves as a "world power expression of arrogance;
[the] architecture [was] an assertion of power or mode of conquest" (Loeffler, "Architecture of Diplomacy" viii).

The building's huge proportions offer "hints [of] American intimidation by making areas [large], uncomfortable yet
technologicallyimpressive" (Loeffler, "Architecture of Diplomacy" 92). Juhasz and Friedman define massive
solidity and overwhelming scale as "common in imaginative literature and an inevitable ingredient, due doubtless to
their contrast with the idea of man as fragile and small [and] are usually associated with unpleasant feelings ranging
from uneasy awe to oppression and downright terror" (195). The United States is described in a report titled "British
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Public Diplomacy in the 'Age of Schisms'" as "the world's onlysuperpower [who] can induce or pressurize many
countries intogoing along with its priorities by virtue of its rawpower" and thisU.S. Embassy in London
symbolized the 'raw power' of the UnitedStates (Leonard and Small vi).
In 'The Architecture of Diplomacy,"Loefflerquotes that "when public buildings such as embassiescall

attention to themselves through their architecture, whenthat architecture is a combined expression of cultural

aspiration, economic necessity and political priorities, that architecture does matter and any assessment of theevents
at or around such sites has to take into consideration the buildings themselves - both as symbols of the American

presence and as secure workplaces for staffs made of American citizens and foreign nationals" (260). Just as
language has thepotential "to create and maintain power," architecture alsocarries thissamepotential but in larger,
more permanent degrees due to its' durable components of steel, iron, glass andconcrete (Saville-Troika 13).
The American Embassywas the only embassy I was unableto gain admission into, hencethe Appendices

reflect theembassy's exterior physical layout viasatellite imagery accessed through the Google Earth software

program (http;//www.google.com). Interestingly enough, theGoogle Earth software program misidentified the
American Embassywithinthe satelliteimages(one can only assume Google was requested by the UnitedStates
government to implement this misidentification as a security precaution).
The Embassy as a Public Space

The American Embassyhad a number of procedures and securitymeasures implemented, reflecting the

U.S. government's number one priority; to secure theembassy's perimeter versus facilitating embassy visitors.
Initially American Embassies were established to "deliver vision to the world, [represent] concrete evidence of
International cooperation, and [serve] as a havenfor dialogue and engagement" (Loeffler, "Embassy Architecture"
15). However, due to the terrorist attacks of 9-11, the U.S. government has aggressively fortified its embassies

worldwide, returningto the Inman Standardsof embassyconstruction that were established in the 1960's and

1970's. According to these Inman Standards, American Embassies must be set apartfrom surrounding structures by
a minimum of 100 feet, and electronic locks, steel doors and delay devices were all mandatory installations

(Loeffler, "Architecture of Diplomacy" 246). Perimeter walls, security cameras and monitors were to be used, along

with blast-proof construction materials and concrete vehicle barriers (Loeffler, 242). Large-scale installations were
mandated so as to serve as massive and imposing structures (Loeffler, "Architecture of Diplomacy" 246). In "How

Do BuildingsMean?," Richards is quoted as saying "countries have a past, and the national culture of which their
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modern architecture is partis notseparable from its roots; buildings embod[y] ideas, identities, andthe spirit of the
age"(164). Considering the above Inman standards, thepublic (U.S. and nonU.S. citizens) have become relegated
as simple bystanders, onlookers, as mere cogs in a system where persuasion hasbeenexchanged for methods of
bullying adopted by a hegemonic power (e.g. the United States).In "Architecture, Power and National Identity"
Vale validates the above comments, as he explains that "the scale of the structures [in reference to architecture]

reminds the mass of political spectators that theyenterthe precincts of poweras clientsor as supplicants, susceptible
to arbitrary rebuffs and favors, and that they are subjectto remoteauthorities they only dimly know or understand"
(8).

Conclusions

The primarythesis of this paper has been to identifythe visual rhetoricalelements of persuasion,as they

appearwithinthe interiorand exterior material artifacts of six embassies withinthe city of London. The exigency of
identification and analysis of embassy rhetoriccannot be overstated, as embassiesaround the world have become
constanttargets for terrorism. As a direct result of recent embassy and non-embassy attacks, governments have

developed precautionary procedures that only 50 yearsago wouldhave appeared extremeand unnecessary. Within
this study, the United States, Kuwait, and French Embassies implemented the most extreme security measures, while
the Bangladeshi and Argentine Embassies appeared the least concerned with security threats. This begs the question

- whyare some countries hyperfocused on security implementation while others do not consider security measures
as significant? Are there existing political governmental hierarchies that dictate the more powerful a country, the
more secure their embassy (and its surrounding visually rhetorical artifacts) must be?
Of all of the embassies analyzed, why is the American Embassy the only embassy to have been specifically

designed and built within the city of London? Does the monumentality and lack of access to the interior portions of

the U.S. Embassy reflect 'raw' power ora form ofimperialism that the British adopted during the 18"* and IQ"*
centuries? In comparing each of the embassies, varying levels of hospitality were apparent, as were the varying
standards of wealth in material artifacts. The more polished embassies clearly were concerned with their country's

diplomatic representation within Great Britain, although they were also less accessible to the general public of Great
Britain. It was interesting to note that the two components representative of an embassy - the embassy as a political

entity, and the embassy as a physical space - were closely correlated to one another. The physical space of the

embassy (visually and rhetorically) represented the political position and power of each embassy's country. The two
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components were not mutually exclusive, and Neil Leach succinctly explains the relationship between the political
entity and physical space:

Each monumental space becomes the metaphorical and quasi-metaphysical underpinning of a
society, this by virtue of a play of substitutions in which the religious and political realms

symbolically (and ceremonially) exchangeattributes - the attributesof power; in this way the
authority of the sacred and the sacred aspect of authority are transferred back and forth, mutually
reinforcing one another in the process (143).

Embassy architecture, regardless of the city in which it appears, is not politically or culturally neutral.

Governments and politicians will insist that embassies exist "to create strength and security through peaceful
alliances and balances of power" (Loeffler, "Embassy Architecture" 18). But inevitably, countries goals, values, and

world views will eventually clash, and to avoid outright conflict, embassy architecture has become "a vehicle of
...cultural leadership" (Loeffler, "Architecture of Diplomacy" 6-7).
Visual Rhetoric is an exciting new area that is only now recognized and applied outside the traditional

genres of film and art. By demonstrating that physical spaces are not topographically neutral, the logical progression
in academic research might be to explore the visual rhetoric of virtual spaces, where entire two dimensional and
three dimensional worlds exist, both as forms of entertainment and as forms of military training simulations. The

rhetorically persuasive measures applied visually and through user required input within virtual spaces offers an
entirely new field of study that truly expands our current definitions of rhetoric.
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Appendix la: Embassy of the Argentine Republic
Country Flag:

Address:

65 Brook Street / London WIK 4AH

Telephone:

(020) 7318 1300

Facsimile:

(020)7318 1301

Email:

embar.ru@btclick.com

Website:

httD://www.arsentine-embassv-uk.or2/

Map:
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Appendix lb: Physical Layout of the Embassy of the Argentine Republic
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Appendix 2a: High Commission for the People's Republic of Bangladesh

28 Queen's Gate / London SW7 5JA
(020)7584 0081
(020) 7225 2130
bdesh.lon@diaLDipex.com
iittD://www.bangladeshhighcommission.ore.uic/
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Appendix 2b: Physical Layout of the High Commission for the People's Republic of Bangladesh
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Appendix 3a: French Embassy

58 Knightsbridge
London SW1X7JT

(020) 7073 1000
(020) 7073 1004
)resse.londres-amba@diplomatie.fr
httD://www.ambafrance-uk.or£
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Appendix 4b: Physical Layout of the Embassy of the State of Kuwait

The Embassy [rf the State of Kuwait
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Appendix 5a: Royal Thai Embassy
Country Flag:

Address:

29-30 Queen s Gate
London SW7 5JB

Telephone

(020) 7225 5512

Facsimile:

(020) 7823 9695

Email:

thaiduto @ bti nternet.com

Website:

httD://www.thaiembassvuk.orc.uk

Map:
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Appendix 5b: Physical Layout of the Royal Thai Embassy
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Appendix 6a: American Embassy

24 Grosvenor Square, London W1A lAE
(020) 7499 9000

[44] (0)20 7408 8020

presslon@state.gov
httD://www.usembassv.org.uk
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